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UM Public Information Office III, P12, #81436
Asst Spec, E3, #83136
UM Editor III, P97, #81391
Information Spec III, SR-20, #00788
Public Editor III, SR-20, #03617
Clerk-Steno III, SM-11, #18008
Clerk-Typist II, S2-08, #00804
Clerk III, SR-08, #05182
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Asst Extension Agent, 2-3, #85476
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #17592
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL & RESOURCE ECONOMICS

Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

RESEARCH

Research Positions: (10.05)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #84114, #84128, #83154, #84112, #82377
Assoc Researcher, R4, #84216
Asst Researcher, R3, #83921, #83012, #84449
Assoc Specialist, R4, #82058, #84872, #82107
Professor, ISR, #84627
Assoc Professor, IAR, #84928
Graduate Assistant
GA-R, #84694 (.50)
GA-R, #84851 (.50)

EXTENSION

Extension Positions: (4.85)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #85885, #84128, #83154, #84112
Asst Researcher, R3, #84449, #84552
Assoc Specialist, R4, #82058, #82377, #83107
Assoc Professor, IAR, #84928
Assoc Specialist, R3, #83515

INSTRUCTION

Instructional Positions: (2.25)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #84114, #85885, #82772, #84128, #83154
Assoc Researcher, R4, #84216
Asst Researcher, R3, #82732, #83921, #84449, #83012
Assoc Specialist, R4, #82058, #84872, #83107, #83594
Professor, ISR, #84627
Assoc Professor, IAR, #84928
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY & SOIL SCIENCE

Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #05838
Clerk-Steno III, SR-11, #03397 (.50)
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #42681

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (9.70)
Researcher, R5, #82598, #84052, #82792
#84171, #84408, #82127, #83938,
#83046
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83117, #83260,
#84420, #83149, #82516
Asst Researcher, R3, #83629, #84080
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #10620
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00398

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (2.00)
Researcher, R5, #82598, #82127,
#83046
Asst Specialist, R3, #83785, #84488

INSTRUCTION
Instructional Positions: (3.55)
Researcher, R5, #82598, #84052, #82792,
#84171, #84408, #82127, #83938,
#83046
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83117, #83260,
#84420, #83149
Asst Researcher, R3, #84080, #83629
Asst Specialist, R3, #83785, #84354,
#84488
Graduate Assistant, GA, #88038,
#88028 (.50)
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANT MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #00482

RESEARCH
Research Positions (5.25)
Researcher, R5, #82023, #84500
Assoc Researcher, R4, #82094, #82432
Asst Researcher, R3, #83968, #84617, #87523
Graduate Assistant, GA-R, #88509 (.50)
UE Research Assoc V, P09, #81362, #81664, #80409, #80313

INSTRUCTION POSITIONS
Instruction Positions (.75)
Researcher, R5, #82023, #84500
Assoc Researcher R4, #82094, #82432
Asst Researcher, R3, #83968, #84617
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

SECRETARY II, SR-14, #00793
CLERK-STEMO III, SR-11, #00399
CLERK-STEMO II, SR-09, #15511

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (4.85)
Researcher, R5, #82240, #83705, #83770
Assoc Researcher, R4, #82313, #82848
#82747, #84401, #83740
Asst Researcher, R3, #83142
Specialist, S5, #84404
Assoc Specialist, S4, #83388, #84016
Graduate Assistant, GA-R, #88171
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #11019
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00431, #04482
#06724, #05392
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #00397

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (4.95)
Researcher, R5, #83705
Assoc Researcher, R4, #82313, #82747, #84401
Specialist, S5, #83990, #84640
Assoc Specialist, S4, #83388, #84916, #83555
Asst Specialist, S3, #84321
UM Products Spec, P07, #80212

INSTRUCTION
Instructional Positions: (4.25)
Researcher, R5, #82240, #82464,
#83705, #84047, #83770
Assoc Researcher, R4, #82313, #82878,
#82846, #82747, #84401, #83740
Asst Researcher, R3, #83142, #83304
#84306
Specialist, S5, #83990
Assoc Specialist, S4, #83388, #85555
Graduate Assistant, GA,
#88241 (.50), #88134 (.50)
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ADSC
Coordinator/UN Research Assoc VI, P11, #81408
UN Research Associate V, P09, #80148
UN Research Associate IV, P07, #80388
UN Research Associate III, P05, #81931
Clerk-Typist III, SE-10, #35865
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OFFICE OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE DEAN*
CTAER

OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE DEAN
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
CTAER

CENTER ON THE FAMILY
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Director/Professor, 15B, #75556
Secretary I, SR-12, #46186
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